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INTRODUCTIONS • Introduce yourself to the others at 
your table

• Discuss what you have experienced, 
observed, or concluded about 
conflict during your work life

• Each person will be a spokesperson

• To the larger group, spokespersons 
will introduce the person to the right 
of them and last person at your table 
to provide table summary
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GROUND RULES
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• This is an opportunity to learn, share ideas together; 
undivided attention is required, so no cell phones, 
laptops, iPads, or any electronic devices

• Be hard on issues, not each other

• “Vegas” Rules

• Suspend your disbelief

• Cultivate your curiosity – look at things differently

• Be flexible



Conflict Quotes: What do you think?

“An eye for an eye will only make the whole world blind.”

Mahatma Gandhi

“Do not think of knocking out another person's brains because he differs in opinion from you. It would be as rational to 
knock yourself on the head because you differ from yourself ten years ago.”

Horace Mann

“All conflict can be traced back to someone’s feelings getting hurt, don’t you think?”

Liane Moriarty, Big Little Lies

“For good ideas and true innovation, you need human interaction, conflict, argument, debate.”

Margaret Heffernan

“Peace is not absence of conflict, it is the ability to handle conflict by peaceful means.”

Ronald Reagan

“Conflict, when handled correctly, strengthens.”

Benjamin Watson
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Problems and Conflicts:  What do we know 
about it?

• Inevitable

• Part of life

• Valuable: can spark creativity

• Even if it is valuable, most people feel 

extremely uncomfortable when they get 

personally involved

• Most lack ability to manage it effectively
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

• Identify sources of conflict and consider their implications

• Describe, compare, and practice conflict resolution strategies

• Become better equipped to resolve or diffuse common 

workplace conflict

• Learn from each other & enjoy doing so
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Dear Office-Politics,

I just started a new job; I’ve been here approximately one month. I

am highly qualified for the position and have previous experience.

The woman who trained me has been with the organization for 10

years, holding a part-time, evening position. She was promoted to

a full time day position one month before I was hired. She is very

knowledgeable and "knows her stuff." In fact she gave me most of

my day-to-day training, although we have different job titles, some

of our duties overlap.
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I hold the supervisory position, but she holds the seniority. She was

very friendly at first, however she is not the flowery type by any

means. She would be best characterized as rough around the

edges. I have been nothing but complimentary to her and

everything was just fine and dandy. Then all of a sudden she

turned on me like a bat out of hell. She indicated to a co-worker

that I get things done too quickly and that she hopes that I haven't

made mistakes. She never says anything to my face; as a matter of

fact she has now resorted to "the silent treatment."
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Apparently, I am not the only person; she also treated the
previous woman in my position as well as some of her part time
co-workers in this same way. I have started to ignore her, but my
nature is to be friendly to people and feel that teamwork is
usually more successful than isolation. This has been going on
for almost a week now. I feel awkward going to the Director at
this stage and most of the literature I have read says that this can
make things worse. It is a very small organization; there are 3
daytime workers and a Director. I really like and need my job. Do
you have any advice on how I can handle this workplace bully?

Thanks,
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Two Types of Conflict

People-focused: “In-your-face” confrontations or high emotions

fueled by moral indignation

Issue-focused: Rational resource allocation negotiations

Which is easier to solve?
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CONFLICT SOURCES

Goal conflicts

Role conflicts 

Interpersonal style conflicts 

Procedural conflicts 

Structural conflicts

WHAT’s YOUR GRIP?
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Diagnosing Conflict within People 
Focused (interpersonal) Conflict:

Conflict Source Conflict Focus: differences in…

Personal differences Values, perceptions, and expectations

Informational deficiency Misinformation and misrepresentation;

past experiences

Role incompatibility Goals and responsibilities differ from

what people want to do

Environmental stress Resource scarcity and uncertainty

(financial, fear of future/change)
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Conflict Source Conflict Focus: differences in…

Goal differences How goals are different among people

and departments

Role differences Unclear roles

Interpersonal differences How people communicate and solve

problems

Procedural differences Conflict with how things are done

Structural Limited connection among departments

Issue Focused Conflict
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Goal Conflicts

Goal Conflicts occur when individuals and groups in  

organizations have different opinions about the mission  of the 

organization.
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Goal Conflicts con’t

These different opinions may arise because 

• goals are not clearly defined by the leaders; 

• goals have been interpreted differently by major players; 

• goals are clearly defined, but are disputed by major players;

• goals may be conflicting; 

• goals may be unrealistic and work against the best interests of 

the organization.

Example: Balancing enhancing services with costs
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Role Conflicts

Role Conflicts occur when an organization has individuals with 

role overload, role ambiguity, role overlap, and/or role 

competition.

Example: “I thought I was supposed to be doing that.”
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Interpersonal Style Conflicts

Interpersonal Style Conflicts occur because  people have 

different ways of viewing the world,  solving problems, and 

communicating with each other.

Example: John is a rule follower, but Tom is willing to break a rule 

if it helps a customer.
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Procedural Conflicts

Procedural Conflicts occur because different  units of an 

organization, e.g., accounting,  personnel, management team, 

technical support,  may have a variety of procedures that may  

overlap and/or conflict when individuals and groups attempt to 

get their work done.

Example: Mary needs access to certain parts of the network 

because she is working on a special project but her job code 

does not allow it.
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Structural Conflicts

Structural Conflicts occur when organizations  have any of these negative 
structural elements:  

• dependence on blind trust of those in power;  
• unclear goals and objectives; psychological distance between groups; 
• physical distance between groups, which then operate as if they  do not 

have any relationship to each other; 
• limited communication between individuals or groups who need to work 

together or communication only through intermediaries.

Example: The purchasing office has created regulations for other 
departments without reasons/input.
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Conflict Awareness Exercise

Recall a disagreement you had regarding an issue about which 

both you and another person(s) felt strongly.

What was the disagreement over (briefly) and how did you 

handle it?

I

dentify the source(s) of this conflict.
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Time . . .

What percent of your day is spent resolving conflict?

Sometimes it is internal conflict!
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https://youtu.be/Wr2JXJkNiTs


Thomas Kilmann Conflict Approaches
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You have two choices in a conflict:

Assertiveness – the degree to which you try to satisfy your own 
concerns

Cooperativeness – the degree to which you try to satisfy the

other person’s concerns

Conflicts can be both positive and negative. Conflicts can help us 
solve problems, weigh the strengths of our arguments, and 
motivate us to excel. Conflicts can also rob productivity and 
erode relationships.
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How Do You Decide Which 
Conflict Management Approach You Will Use?

Personal Preference

Situation

Gender

Group by preferences and discuss

advantages and disadvantages 

of your preference. Report back.
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Forcing/Competitive—The Shark

• An attempt to satisfy personal needs at the expense of the other 

person

• Formal authority, physical threats, manipulation, etc.

• Outcome: You feel vindicated, but the other party feels defeated
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https://youtu.be/Ih6YmOJnr0E
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Accommodating—The Teddy Bear

• Satisfies the other party’s concerns while neglecting your own

• Emphasis on preserving a friendly relationship that expense of 

appraising issues

• Outcome: Other person can take advantage of you
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https://youtu.be/EPQjUJFVFC4
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Avoiding—The Turtle

• Neglects the interests of both parties by sidestepping the 
conflict or postponing a solution

• Used by managers that are not emotionally able to handle 
conflict

• Outcome: Problems don’t get resolved
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https://youtu.be/GjJCdCXFslY


Compromising—The Fox

• Tries to bring partial satisfaction for both parties

• Participants seek expedient, not effective, solutions

• Outcome: Can result in game playing and encourages requests 

for more than what is needed

31
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Collaborating—The Owl

• Attempt to fully address the concerns of both parties

• Does not seek to assign blame

• Solution is satisfactory to both parties

• Outcome: Problem is likely to be resolved
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When to Use Conflict Management 
Techniques

• Avoiding: small issue, limited time/resources

• Accommodating: keeping harmony, using small favor to get larger 
one

• Forcing: emergencies, when only one right way exists, prevent 
others from taking advantage
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When to Use Conflict Management 
Techniques con’t

• Compromising: late in conflict, when partial win is better than 
none for both parties

• Collaborating: for important issues when time is not a problem, 
where organizational support exists, when win-win solution is 
possible
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Conflict Resolution
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8 STEPS TO CONFLICT RESOLUTION

1. Create effective atmosphere

2. Clarify perceptions

3. Focus on individual & shared needs

4. Build shared positive power

5. Learn to future, learn from past

6. Generate options

7. Develop do-ables

8. Make mutual benefit agreements
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Before a word is spoken, analyze the
conflict…

• Determine your objectives.

• How important is the issue to you?

• Is it worth resolving?

• How much time can you spend resolving it (a few minutes? a 

day? weeks?)?

• What’s your relationship with the other person?

• What impact will the conflict have on that relationship?
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Before a word is spoken, analyze the
Conflict con’t

• What’s the conflict about? (really!!)

• Goal—Best product for our employees or lowest cost?

• Role—I have the responsibility for this project but not the 

authority.
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Before a word is spoken, analyze the
Conflict con’t

• Interpersonal—John is a rule follower, but Tom is willing to 

break a rule if it helps a customer.

• Procedural—Mary needs access to certain parts of the network 

because she is working on a special project but her job code 

does not allow it.

• Structural-The purchasing office has created regulations for 

other departments without reasons.
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Framework for Collaborative Problem 
Solving

Establish super ordinate goals

What do you share in common?

Separate the people from the problem

Focus attention on the real issue: solving the problem

Focus on interests, not positions

Positions are demands/assertions

Interests are the reasons behind demands
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Framework for Collaborative Problem 
Solving

• Invent options for mutual gains

• This is a brainstorming session to generate more alternative 

solutions

• Use objective criteria for evaluating alternatives

• Shift focus from what I want to what makes sense

• Define success in terms of real gains, not imaginary losses
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Consider the following:

• Think "we," rather than "I versus you" - working together helps 

solve conflicts.

• Try to keep in mind the long-term relationship.

• Good conflict resolution will improve the relationship.

• Good conflict resolution benefits both parties.

• Conflict resolution and relationship building go hand in hand.
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HOW CAN YOU SOLVE PROBLEMS IN A
PROACTIVE WAY?

Step 1: Define the Problem

Step 2: Generate Alternative Solutions 

Step 3: Evaluate and Select an Alternative

Step 4: Implement and Follow Up on the Solution
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What is a problem you are currently 
facing?

Step 1: Define the
Problem

Step 2: Generate Alternative 
Solutions

Step 3: Evaluate and Select an
Alternative

Step 4: Implement and Follow Up on the
Solution
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EFFORT
by Geller & Cottrell

Explain your intentions 

Find common ground

Flexibility is crucial 

Options

Resolve the conflict

Take Action
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Understanding Difficult People
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What are some points to remember about 

understanding difficult people?



Understanding Difficult People
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Dealing with Difficult People

Sometimes, they just…

• want attention and recognition

• want a specific outcome and will fight to get it

• don’t know or don’t have a more constructive way to 

participate

• think they’re being helpful
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Dealing with Difficult People con’t

• Accept that you cannot control everything

• Don’t take challenges as personal attacks

• Without using up too much group time, try to figure out what is 

underneath the behavior.

• Use simple constructive questions to stop the attack and invite 

more positive participation.
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Dealing with Difficult People con’t

• Escalate your interventions very deliberately and slowly, from 

the lightest to the heaviest

• Don’t ever try to battle problem people alone.

• Use every opportunity to model constructive behavior and while 

being open to other ideas about what might be worthwhile.

• Safety and Security
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Please determine the
best way to handle 

each scenario.
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Four Common Types of Difficult People

Snipers

Openly Aggressive Complainers

People

Silent People
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Experience with Difficult People

• My conflict management style is:

• Conflict makes me feel:

• I can handle a conflict differently by:

• I will be a better problem solver by:

• I can share the information I learned with:
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What’s one thing you will do differently
starting when you return to work?
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Learning to Action FORMS  Evaluations

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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